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Project Background

This will be paid open-source work funded and/or staffed by commercial companies.

Extending the transformation engine would be my job (see the to do list).

For each target dialect, there should be one Smalltalker familiar with the dialect and interested in PDF. This person will write the concrete transformations for the dialect. This person should be able to take reponsibility for the library in the target dialect in the future.
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General

[ PDF specification (ISO standard PDF 32000-1:2008)]
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PDFtalk Usage

[ allDemos appendPDFs]

[ helloWorld]

[ loadedFonts1]

[ loadedFonts2]

[ transformationsNone]

[ transformationsFlipVertically]

[ transformationsFlipHorizontally]

[ transformationsFlipDiagonally]

[ transformationsFlipVertically translateOrigin]

[ imageUsage]

[ images]
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Papers and Slides

[ Complex Values Paper (ESUG 2009]

[ Complex Values Slides (ESUG 200…
	blog
The contents of the old blog at [Origo]().

	*  Quo vadis?

	*  Renaming PDF.Array to PDF.PDFArray

	*  Implementing Pixmap support

	*  finally released
	Changing existing PDFs
Changing existing PDFs

To change an existing PDF, the file has to be read with:

aFile := PDF.File read: 

The file can then be converted to a Document, an object which can write itself as a PDF file by:

aDocument := aFile asDocument

After changing things in
	CMap
CMap

CMaps (Character Maps) define unidirectional mapping from a code to another. (This should not be confused with the cmap table of an OpenType font.)

CMaps provide a very general mechanism which can describe any mappings, including unicode which was developed later. Input codes of variable length (1, 2, 3 or more bytes) can be mapped to characters.
	Colours in PDF
Colours in PDF

PDF distinguishes between filling (paint the interior of a closed path) and stroking (paint the outline of a path) when painting. Each mode has its own color and is used with the appropriate paint operators.

For example, a filled rectangle with border can be painted with one operator (
	Values
Values

The Values package is my base library for almost everything I do. It provides Values (as opposed to Objects) which are simple, immutable objects. Values can only be created but never modified. This allows for a functional programming style and simplyfies systems, since much less state has to be maintained. Especially I like to see all structure and details (of complex values) at a glance and the ease of creating test values.
	Documentation for the PDFtalk library
Documentation for the PDFtalk library

The [PDF specification] is extensive. The implementation covers the core mechanisms to read and write PDF objects in a conforming way. This is comparable to the virtual machine and core classes in Smalltalk. Many of the PDF features and possibilities are implemented by sets of PDF types and a clear definition of their structure and interplay. This compares to class libraries in Smalltalk.
	Demos and Examples
Demos and Examples

Find demos in the 

PDFtalk.PDF class

 in package [PDFtalk Demonstrations] in bundle {PDFtalk Testing} to get you started.

Older examples are

	*  Coordinate Transformations on how to change the X and Y coordinate mapping.

	*  Using Fonts on how to output different fonts.
	Adding a new object type
Adding a new object type

There are many object types in the PDF specification and only some are defined in the library yet. This page explains in detail how to add a new object type to the library and why you should do so.

Why should an object type be defined?
	finally released
finally released

Submitted by ChristianHaider on Sat, 2011-08-20 22:28

now it really happened... Phhhh. After 2 years in production, I finally have it out in the open. Last year at ESUG, I showed a bit briefly and was hoping to publish it in a few weeks
	Comment 1: What is the status of PDF on non-Windows machines
Comment 1: What is the status of PDF on non-Windows machines

Submitted by bobcalco on Tue, 2012-01-24 08:36.

I was delighted yesterday to discover PDF4Smalltalk, as I have a fairly complex, data driven document that I need to render now that I made the bold switch from Ruby to Smalltalk. (Well, bold in my opinion, but if I don't hit my deadlines, I don't think it will impress my users.)
	Using Fonts
Using Fonts

This prints a list of all the loaded fonts. (A slightly modified version is integrated as PDF.Document demo04a_loadedFonts)


page := PDF.Page newInBounds: (0 @ 0 corner: 400 @ 600) colorspace: DeviceRGB new  render: [:renderer |
  renderer textRenderingMode: 0.
  renderer textObjectDo: [
    renderer setFont: #Helvetica size: 18.
    renderer textMatrix: #(1 0 0 1 10 580); showString: 'Font list'.
    Graphics.Fonts.Font loadedFonts keys asSortedCollection do: [:fontSymbol |
      …
	Importing Fonts
Importing Fonts

How can you use your own font?

The PDFtalk library keeps a list of loaded fonts. These are Graphics.Fonts.Font objects readily read from its source file and interpreted as object(s). Since the process takes time, the loaded fonts are cached in the Graphics.Fonts.Font.LoadedFonts shared (class) variable.
	Gemstone Fileout
Gemstone Fileout

Library to file out VisualWorks pundles in Gemstone Topaz input format.

Load the bundle {Gemstone Fileout Project} from the public store. This is the machinery doing the fileout. The specification of what gets filed out and how is contained in project specific packages. Currently there is only one, the reason for this project:
	The Gemstone port
The Gemstone port

The fileOuts are on GitHub.

The origin of the code is VisualWorks and the target is Gemstone.

Log

Sunday, the 3rd of April

The latest version (2.5.3.1) loads without errors.

Big thanks to Richard Sargent, who discovered all the defects and fixed them!

Tests (on Gemstone 3.5.x and 3.6.x):
PDFtalk: 499 run, 499 pass, 0 fail, 0 errors
Report4PDF: 156 run, 11 pass, 145 fail, 0 errors
	Getting Started
Getting Started

The slides ["PDF in Smalltalk"] (a talk at ESUG 2011), give an overview of what this project is about.

Load the {PDFtalk Project} bundle from the Cincom Public Store into your VisualWorks image.

Copy the original [PDF specification (ISO standard PDF 32000-1:2008)] to your image directory. This PDF is needed for some examples and tests.
	History of the Project
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Version 2.0 of October 2017

Name The new name is PDFtalk. The first version was called PDF4Smalltalk. With the name comes a domain with a wiki dedicated to the library: wiki.pdftalk.de.

Typing The heard of the “PDF engine” is the typing system which allows the assignment of Smalltalk classes to raw PDF objects. The new version has a redesigned type system where PDF types are properly modeled independent from the Smalltalk class hierarchy. This allows to rename classes f…
	Images
Images

Bitmapped images are described in chapter 8.9 Images on page 203 of the [PDF specification] on quite readable 14 pages.

The implementation is in package PDF Images.

Usage

Sampled or bitmapped images are represented by PDF.ImageXObject objects.

An ImageXObject is created by sending
	State of the implementation
State of the implementation

For an overview, the implementation status is commented here following the structure of the PDF specification.

Although many pieces are not implemented, the base machinery is fully functional. Most of the missing features are not frequently used. If you need them, it is rather easy to implement them with the PDF specification and all the examples in the library.
	Implementing Pixmap support
Implementing Pixmap support

Submitted by ChristianHaider on Thu, 2011-09-01 10:48

(this is for collecting my thoughts)

I need to implement shadows for a client. The example was created with Illustrator CS5 and has a couple of pixmaps for painting and soft masks (transparency). I have to analyse the pixmaps in order to reconstruct the shadow algorithm of Illustrator (called
	Monsters from the wild
Monsters from the wild

Some PDF writers produce PDFs which are not correct according to the specification. The term monster refers to lakatosian monsters as coined by Imre Lakatos to refer to counterexamples of a theory.

Software trying to read real PDF files, cannot just throw an error when something is wrong. Instead, it should deal with wrong structures and try to use as much information as possible from the file.
	Namespaces
Namespaces

	*  PostScript - PostScript Interpreter without graphics for CMaps and type1 fonts. 83 classes, 42 values, 251 tests.
	*  PDFtalk - Core library. 396 classes, 116 values, 288 tests and 3 namespaces.
		*  PDFtalk.Fonts - Type1 fonts. 32 classes, 5 values, 25 tests.
	PDF types in PDFtalk
PDF types in PDFtalk

A PDF consists of a network of objects which are connected through their attributes. The PDF specifiction defines restrictions for what objects can be held by an attribute.

The restrictions specify

	*  which type of object including forms like
	Package Structure
Package Structure

A top bundle ({PDF Development}, {Fonts Development} and {Values Development}) contains the runtime code first. Runtime code shall not depend on any other code in the bundle and shall be the only code needed for a runtime application.
	How text gets onto a page
How text gets onto a page

A PDF page has a content stream (/Contents) containing a list of graphics operator with their parameters. The operators are sequentially executed and can set aspects of the GraphicsState or paint in the context of the current GraphicsState.
	PDFtalk for Gemstone
PDFtalk for Gemstone

Library for reading and writing PDF files in GsDevKit for Gemstone.

The source is on on Github and comes in two files: PDFtalk.gs with the runtime code and PDFtalkTesting.gs with tests and demos. UI tools and helpers used in VisualWorks are not included, because of the server nature of Gemstone.
	Porting PDFtalk to non-namespace Smalltalk dialects
Porting PDFtalk to non-namespace Smalltalk dialects

Make the core PDFtalk library available to non-namespace Smalltalk dialects like Squeak, Pharo and VAST. This does not include the UI (the Snooper), which needs to be fully rewritten in another dialect (namespaced or not).
	PDFtalk Snooper
[ PDFtalk Snooper Icon]

PDFtalk Snooper

The PDFtalk Snooper is a stand-alone tool for inspecting the internal details of PDF files.

Download [PDFtalkSnooper] (~7 MB) Version 1.0.0, 14. May 2018

The program consists of only one file and does not require installation. You could run it from a read-only medium like a CD. Error log files are written to %APPDATA% as SmalltalkedVisualsError.log.
	Pharo PDFtalk Port
[Pharo Icon]

Pharo PDFtalk Port

The port targets Pharo versions 6.1, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and later 10.0.

The fileOuts are on GitHub.

Questions

Open questions without a clear answer or decision yet.

Metadata

How are metadata handled in Pharo?

Where to put the package comment, license info, Bundle/Project comments, version number/tag/name and so on.
	Porting PDFtalk to other Smalltalk dialects
Porting PDFtalk to other Smalltalk dialects

The main parts to port is the runtime code (see Package Structure).

You need to port [Values] first. This has many extensions to base classes, the Value class and some support classes for printing Values. The Value class should be ported first.
	Porting Blog
Porting Blog

A chronological account of the work done with the Smalltalk Transform project.

The beginning was documented for the Values port to Squeak.

Now the real project starts and will be recorded here.

Second PDFtalk fileOut for Squeak and Pharo

Tuesday, 21. June 2022

This version includes fileOuts for
	PostScript
PostScript

This is an implementation of PostScript language level 3. The full language is implemented except for graphics operators.

Most people may know PostScript as a page description language for printers. But actually PostScript is a full fledged, turing complete programming language with dedicated support for vector graphics and fonts.
	Quo vadis?
Quo vadis?

Submitted by ChristianHaider on Fri, 2012-02-03 13:56

The library has been in the open for about 4 months now and there has been some interest (see Bob Nemec's Report4PDF external). One recurring comment from other lurkers is that the library is very low-level and that you need to understand the PDF specification in order to do anything useful. That is true. The library is a system library intended for programmers with knowledge and interest in graphics and/or text. For application …
	Comment 1: Bitmaps &amp; Fonts
Comment 1: Bitmaps &amp; Fonts

Submitted by bobcalco on Fri, 2012-02-03 14:03.

I do have a business case for bitmaps among other things so I need to really start jumping in and helping to fill some of these gaps.

Now that I'm in the beta repo you created can you give me some instruction as to how to contribute more directly? I don't see that you or the other Bob have put any code in there yet.
	RDF Project
RDF Project

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a framework for representing information in the Web.

This library implements the W3C Recommendation RDF 1.1 XML Syntax. RDF/XML files can be read as Graph, which is a simple collection of RDF Statements. Likewise, a RDF Graph can be written in RDF/XML. The library also implements reading and writing the simple
	Related projects
Related projects

Libraries

Values A base library for immutable complex objects facilitating functional programming.

RDF The implementation of the W3C Recommendation RDF 1.1 XML Syntax.

PostScript Implementation of the PostScript Level 3 language (without graphics or rendering).

CMap Font encodings for Type 0 fonts (large fonts for Japanese, Chinese, Korean
	Release Notes
Release Notes

PDFtalk 2.5.0

July 2021

This release was triggered by Bob Nemec from HTS to improve error handling when appending PDFs. Two errors were seen: objects referenced but missing and streams with one extra byte.

The use case of appending PDFs
	Renaming PDF.Array to PDF.PDFArray
Renaming PDF.Array to PDF.PDFArray

Submitted by ChristianHaider on Fri, 2011-09-02 09:19

It's just too confusing...

Things you need in daily life like Array should not have the same name in the PDF namespace. Generally, I want to have a close correlation between the names of the domain and the Smalltalk class names implementing them. This worked well with PDF but not perfect. F.ex. the class EncryptedString implements the concept of an encrypted string, but the name EncryptedString does not a…
	Setup the VisualWorks source image
Setup the VisualWorks source image

Get the latest VisualWorks NC version from Cincom. This is version 8.3 from July 2017. This version will be sufficient for porting PDFtalk. Never versions will work equally well.

Parcel Manager > Popular: load parcels [StoreForPostgreSQL]
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	Smalltalk Transform Project
Smalltalk Transform Project

Transforming Smalltalk code from one dialect to another.

Transformations are declared for each package, class and method.
The transformations are applied to some code to generate the target Smalltalk code.

This is the next more general version of the
	Smalltalk Transform
Smalltalk Transform

The transformation classes and how to use them.

Smalltalk is not Smalltalk

While all Smalltalk dialects share the same message sending paradigm with the same basic syntax. Many dialects extended the syntax (VW: namespace and literal bindings, Squeak: dynamic array, Amber: literal dictionaries, etc.).
	Squeak PDFtalk Port
[Squeak Icon]

Squeak PDFtalk Port

The target versions for Squeak are 5.3 (stable) and 6.0 (under development).

The fileOuts are on GitHub.

The source format is chunk.

Metadata is unclear (Monticello, Metacello,??)

Porting Values Log

In a detailed log I try to describe how I am porting the Values package to Squeak. This should serve as an example for your own porting project.
	PDFtalk
[PDFtalk]

PDFtalk

Library for reading and writing PDF files.

PDF files can be opened and all PDF objects are available as Smalltalk objects, which can be manipulated in any way you like. Likewise, any Smalltalk PDF object (net) can be written out as conforming PDF file.
	State of The Port
State of The Port

We are porting the PDFtalk library to different Smalltalk dialects simultaniously.
The first step is to generate a fileout with all tests which loads without errors into the target Smalltalk.
Then the tests are executed and the results are shown here.
The port of the library will be finished when all tests pass.
	Source code at Cincom's Public Store
Source code at Cincom's Public Store

The source code is in Cincom's public store.

You need VisualWorks (7.6 or later) with StoreForPostgreSQL loaded.

To connect to the repository, enter the following in the store connection dialog:
Interface:   PostgresSocketConnection  "PostgreSQLEXDIConnection prior to VW 8.0"
Environment: store.cincomsmalltalk.com:5432_store_public
User name:   guest
Password:    guest
Table Owner: BERN
	Coordinate Transformations
Coordinate Transformations

By default, PDF uses a conventional graph coordinate system, with the origin in the lower left corner. These examples create a 200×200 page with the origin in the middle, a vertical line at x=0, a horizontal lines at y = 0 and text in each quadrant.
	Embed TrueType fonts in PDF
Embed TrueType fonts in PDF

TrueType and the newer variant OpenType fonts are ubiquitous on current computers. It is therefore desirable to use these fonts in PDFs. Most of these fonts have a liberal enough licence to allow embedding.

This text is for developers who implement PDF. Embedding imvolves creating two objects: /Font and /FontDescriptor. While /Font is document dependent defining the encoding and widths, the /FontDescription is only dependent on the information from the font itself. …
	PDF Object Types
PDF Object Types

Objects in PDF have a type and attributes of PDF objects expect to hold objects of a specific type. The types form a hierarchy with Object as root. 

The PDF type hierarchy is independent of the Smalltalk class hierarchy. Often, the Smalltalk class hierarchy coincides with the PDF type hierarchy, but this is not required. Also, the name of the PDF type can be different from the name of the Smalltalk class, but often they are the same. PDF types and Smalltalk classes are connect…
	Values porting log
Values porting log

Here, I try to record my steps for porting the Values package from VisualWorks to Squeak.

Starting point

In your VisualWorks 8.3 image

	*  have {Smalltalk Transform Project} (1.4.0.3,chaider) loaded
	*  have [Squeak Fileout PDFtalk] (3.0.0.2,chaider)
	VA Smalltalk PDFtalk Port
[VisualAge Icon]

VA Smalltalk PDFtalk Port

Target version: VAST 10.0.2 and 11 (not released yet).

The fileOuts are on GitHub.

Target source format: Chunk (later maybe Tonel)

Metadata: unclear (Tonel)

VA Smalltalk Porting log

Log

Sunday, the 3rd of April

The latest version (1.0.0.15) loads without errors, some unimportant warnings.

